
 
 
LAURA EWAN 
ewan@workerlaw.com 
 

Sent via email to pdc@pdc.wa.gov 
 

August 13, 2018 
 

Micaiah Titus Ragins 
Public Disclosure Commission 
711 Capitol Way S. #206 
PO BOX 40908  
Olympia, WA 98504-0908 

 
RE: Fwd: PDC - Homola, Angela: Alleged Violation of RCW 42.17A.235, .265, .205, 

.220, 320, .255 for failure to timely and accurately disclose contributions, 
expenditures, books of account, committee registration, and sponsor ID. (APR 
2018) 
PDC Case No. 34586 / SCBIL File No. 8013-002 

   
Dear Mr. Ragins: 
 
On behalf of Angela Homola, we are hereby responding to the allegations raised by Glen 
Morgan in the above-referenced matter.   
 
Ms. Homola wanted to address each and every allegation herself; that letter, and supporting 
documentation, are attached to my letter here.  However, I wish to emphasize (and summarize) 
for you the most crucial point to be made here: Mr. Morgan’s claims are simply inaccurate.  
Each item he outlines is either no violation at all or, at most, a technical correction.  Setting all 
rhetoric aside, there is no item cited in Mr. Morgan’s complaint requiring further inquiry from 
the PDC.  Therefore, all of Mr. Morgan’s allegations should be dismissed as nothing more than 
frivolous and unfounded allegations. 
 
The intent of RCW 42.17A “is not to trap or embarrass people when they make honest 
remediable errors.” In his numerous allegations, as you will see in the attached, he failed to 
identify anything rising to the level of an actual violation of the law.  There is nothing beyond a 
few remedial errors that occurred here, as explained in the attached, and each error or issue was 
immediately corrected upon its discovery.  And at all times material to the facts of this case, Ms. 
Homola worked with the PDC to ensure complete compliance with the law.   
 
In other words, Ms. Homola’s actions here show a clear intent to comply with “maximum 
transparency to the public and voters so they may know who is funding political campaigns and 
how those campaigns spend their money.” 2018 c 304 § 1.  It simply cannot be said that Ms. 
Homola’s actions “materially impact[ed] the public interest” in any way.  RCW 42.17A.005(51).  

mailto:ewan@workerlaw.com
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These are clear examples of technical corrections, and they do not warrant further investigation 
or inquiry by the PDC.1  
 
Ultimately, none of the reports cited by Mr. Morgan in his complaint materially affected the 
public interest in transparency in elections.  Further proceedings would simply not serve the 
purposes of this chapter.  Therefore, each of Mr. Morgan’s allegations in his Complaint should 
be dismissed outright. 
 
With respect to Mr. Morgan’s utterly unfounded claim that any of the above actions, if found to 
be violations of the law, were done with malice as contemplated by RCW 42.17A.750(2)(c): 
there has been absolutely no malicious action undertaken by Mrs. Homola.  Alleging the mere 
“possibility” that violations have been committed— with the serious multiplier of allegations of 
malice— does not amount to sufficient grounds for the criminal prosecution that Mr. Morgan is 
seeking. 
 
Finally, it bears mentioning that this latest complaint is yet another example of Mr. Morgan’s 
targeted pursuit of people like Mrs. Homola, because of what he perceives of her political views 
and affiliations.  This is his second complaint attempting to besmirch her name and standing in 
the community— previously going after her via the Island County Democratic Committee on 
different but likewise meritless charges.  His actions, motivated by a discriminatory purpose 
against Democrats and Democratically-affiliated entities, violates the First Amendment-
protected rights of Mrs. Homola and others in her situation.   
 
We look forward to working with the PDC to resolve this matter. Please let us know if we can be 
of any further assistance. 

 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Laura Ewan 
Attorney for Angela Homola 

 
 
 

                                                
1 If the PDC disagrees, these cannot be viewed to be more than remedial violations, as they involved amounts 
totaling no more than the contribution limits set out under RCW 42.17A.405(2) per election; did not constitute 
material violations because they were inadvertent and minor or otherwise has been cured and, after consideration of 
all the circumstances, further proceedings would not serve the purposes of this chapter; they did not materially affect 
the public interest; and they involved a candidate or committee  that substantially met the filing deadline for all other 
required reports within the immediately preceding twelve-month period.  RCW 42.17A.005(45). 
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13 August 2018 
 
Kurt Young, Sr. Compliance Officer  
WA State Public Disclosure Commission 
711 Capitol Way S. #206 
PO BOX 40908  
Olympia, WA 98504-0908 
 
Dear Mr. Young, 
 
Re: PDC Case No. 34586 – Glen Morgan Complaint – Angie Homola’s Response 
 
It has come to my attention that Mr. Glen Morgan asserts, via complaints filed with the 
Washington State Public Disclosure Commission (PDC), that I violated PDC requirements 
during my 2016 senate campaign.  Exhibit’s A1 & A2 
 
I find Mr. Morgan’s claims to be unfounded, frivolous, harassing, and arbitrary and 
capricious. I take the public disclosure of campaign finances and records very seriously and 
believe, to the best of my knowledge and in good faith as evidenced by the efforts my 
treasurer and I took to document and report campaign finances, that I have upheld my 
statutory responsibilities under RCW 42.17A and WAC 390.  
 
Washington’s legislators promote government by the people and for the people. To that 
end, and prompted by voter initiative, tough transparency laws exist to enable citizens to 
view detailed campaign finance records, while simultaneously protecting those citizens 
who are willing to seek and serve in elected office from arbitrary and capricious attacks, 
slander, and harassment (RCW 42.17A.001 (11)). Exhibit A3 1 
 
Mr. Morgan has filed some 350 formal complaints against a broad number of Washington 
State Democratic County Parties, former candidates, current candidates, and incumbents 
with the obvious intent to castrate the Democratic Party and to cripple the State’s Public 
Disclosure Commission, Attorney General’s office, and judicial system.  
 
Mr. Morgan’s scheming and ruinous tactics serve to divide the people of Washington State 
and to discourage every day citizens from a desire to serve in elected office. If we condone 
this type of conduct, government by and for the people will be replaced with self-serving 
and corporate driven top down control and our democracy and freedoms will be lost.  

mailto:http://app.leg.wa.gov/rcw/default.aspx%3Fcite=42.17A
mailto:http://apps.leg.wa.gov/wac/default.aspx%3Fcite=390
mailto:http://app.leg.wa.gov/RCW/default.aspx%3Fcite=42.17A.001
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I encourage you to carefully consider the complaints Mr. Morgan has lodged against me, 
and to scrutinize my campaign finance records. I am confident you will find that meticulous 
efforts were made to honor, disclose, amend, and report in compliance with Washington 
State statutes. Based on the record, I ask you to dismiss Mr. Morgan’s allegations as 
unfounded and frivolous. Not doing so will invite future miscreants to cripple 
government and the Democratic process.    
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Angie Homola 

Mother, Navy wife, Architect, Former Island County Commissioner, Masters Environmental 
Law and Policy – Washingtonian 
(360) 632 3016 cell/text 
angiehomolad2@gmail.com 
2342 Happy Lane 
Oak Harbor, WA 98277 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reference 

 

1.  RCW 42.17A.001(11) para. (2) - The provisions of this chapter shall be liberally construed to 
promote complete disclosure of all information respecting the financing of political campaigns 
and lobbying, and the financial affairs of elected officials and candidates, and full access to 
public records so as to assure continuing public confidence of fairness of elections and 
governmental processes, and so as to assure that the public interest will be fully protected. In 
promoting such complete disclosure, however, this chapter shall be enforced so as to insure 
that the information disclosed will not be misused for arbitrary and capricious purposes and to 
insure that all person reporting under this chapter will be protected from harassment and 
unfounded allegations based on information they have freely disclosed. 
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PDC Case No. 34586 – Complaint filed by Mr. Morgan 
Against Angie Homola For Her 2016 Washington State Senate Campaign 

 
 See Glen Morgan’s Formal Complaint 34586. Exhibits A1 & A2  
 See Glen Morgan’s Exhibit A “Illegally Late filed C3 and C4 reports” filed here as 

Exhibit A4, see also Angie’s Exhibit A5 
 
Morgan’s PDC Case No. 34586 
 
Mr. Morgan’s opening statement: 
 
“To Whom it May Concern –  
 
It has come to my attention that Angela Homola, an Island County Commissioner, Angie 
Homola for People (PAC), its treasurer, its officers, and any parent or subsidiary 
organization associated with it (hereafter collectively referred to as “respondent”) have 
habitually and willfully committed frequent and multiple violations of RCW 42.17A. 
Additionally, I have reason to believe that other violations of this chapter have occurred 
beyond what I have identified below.” 
 
Angie’s Response 
FALSE. Mr. Morgan falsely claims that I am an Island County Commissioner, I am not and 
was not when this complaint was filed. There was, and is, no parent or subsidiary 
organization under control or authority of my 2016 campaign. The statement that I 
“habitually and willfully, committed frequent and multiple violations of RCW 42.17A.” is 
patently false, unfounded and harassing. These allegations are arbitrary and capricious. I 
believe I complied with state stature in good faith and with due-diligence (RCW 42.17A.235 

10(d)).  Exhibit A6 2 
 
Morgan PDC Case No. 34586 Complaint 1  
 
“Failure to file accurate, timely C3 and C4 reports, failure to timely deposit contributions. 
(Violation of RCW 42.17A.235, .220).  See Glen Morgan’s spread sheet “Exhibit A: Illegally 
late C3 & C4 Reports” 
 
Angie’s Response  
FALSE: Morgan’s claim that there were both late C4 reports and late bank deposits is 
blatantly false. All C4 reports and bank deposits were executed timely. Meticulous 
attention to reporting requirements was made in good faith and in the spirit of 
transparency and compliance.  
 
During my 2016 campaign (197) C3 and C4 initial and amended reports were filed with the 
PDC (Exhibit A7). During the June to December reporting time frame at least (1) and up to 

(6) C3’s were filed weekly totaling 56, and (25) C4’s were reported. 3  
 

http://app.leg.wa.gov/rcw/default.aspx?cite=42.17A.235
http://app.leg.wa.gov/rcw/default.aspx?cite=42.17A.235
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Mr. Morgan alleges 34 reporting violations (I refer to them here as allegations by number 
1-34). After reviewing each of these 34 allegations with my former treasurer Kim Hallahan, 
we found 24 to be blatantly false.  Of the ten worthy of review - there were (5) one-day late, 
(1) two-day late, and (1) six day late C3 reports, all within what is a common 10 day grace 
period for bill payments. These negligibly late reports were largely due to bank access and 
electronic filing challenges and in one case due to the extenuating circumstances of a family 
member needing emergency health care assistance.  
 
The three other reporting inconsistencies were minor clerical errors that were addressed 
transparently and expeditiously. To put this into perspective – over the course of my 
campaign’s reporting period of approximately 11 months my treasurer entered over 900 
contributions one at a time, by hand, into the PDC’s 3rd party ORCA database. The dollar 
amount of the (3) corrected reporting errors totaled $553.02 less than .2% of the total 
dollar amount of the campaign’s donations, not including independent expenditures 
(including these would result in an even smaller number). See my former treasurer’s 
explanations below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reference 
 
2. RCW 42.17A.235(10)(d) – It is not a violation of this section to submit an amended report 

within 21 days of filing an underlying report if: 
(a) The report is accurately amended; 
(b) The corrected report is filed more than thirty days before the election; 
(c) The total aggregate dollar amount of the adjustment for the individual report is within three 

times the contribution limit per elections or two hundred dollars, whichever is greater; and 
(d) The committee reported information that was available to it at the time of filing, or made a 

good-faith effort to do so, or if a refund or a contribution or expenditure is being reported. 
 
3. 2016 PDC Campaign Disclosure Instructions for State Executive and Legislative Candidates Pg. 4 
 “Each time you make a bank deposit, prepare a Cash Receipts Monetary Contributions Report 

(C-3). Through May of the election year, file your C-3 reports each time a C-4 report is filed. File 
C-3 reports weekly on Mondays, beginning with the first Monday in June of the election year. 
Once this weekly filing of C-3 reports starts, do NOT also send copies of the C-3 reports with 
your C-4 reports.” 
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2016 Angie Homola State Senate Campaign 
Response to Glen Morgan’s Alleged Violations Complaint – PDC Case No. 34586 

Former Treasurer Kim Hallahan’s Explanations – See also Exhibit A4  
[Angie’s inserted comments in brackets] and bulleted notes  

 
 
On Wed, Aug 8, 2018 at 9:06 PM, Kimberly 
Hallahan <angieforpeopletreasurer@gmail.com> wrote: 
Hi Angie, 
 
Here's what I see about four of the items you asked me to explain. The fifth one, item #24, I 
addressed in an email this morning. [Angie added #24 here for ease of review]. 
 
Item #19, deposit 9/25, due 9/26, reported 10/2. This was five web contributions 
deposited by PayPal. I imagine that I first noticed the deposit on the PayPal website after 
9/26, so (erroneously) believed I had until Oct 2 to submit the report. Intent on following 
the PDC rules, I would hound contributors for their employment and address information, 
waiting to file reports with missing details as long as possible to glean the most information 
I could before filing. Exhibit A8 
 

 Angie –The (5) PayPal deposits that occurred on Sep. 21st were not observed until 
Sep. 25th when the treasurer immediately transmitted them to the bank and thus 
made them available to the campaign. This is much like a check retrieved from a P.O. 
box that was date stamped prior to pick up. It is the date physically received (or 
electronically observed and downloaded) that initiates both deposit and reporting 
dates (2016 PDC Campaign Disclosure Instructions Pg. 35). This is an electronic 
and clerical reporting correction and does not constitute a violation.  

 
Item #24, deposits 06/17, due 6/20, reported 6/20 According to the PDC, on 06/17 
we also received a refund of $13.02 from Skagit Valley Food Coop, for returning unused 
beverages from a campaign event. This was reported ("late") on July 7. Here's what I think 
happened. We purchased the beverages from SVFC on June 17. I believe the unused 
beverages were returned closer to July 7. I reported the original beverage purchase date 
instead of the beverage return date when reporting $13.02 as "income." If you happen to 
have the debit card statements, you will be able to find the actual date that the beverages 
were returned, thus the actual date we "received" the $13.02. It should be within the 
reporting time frame, but I suppose I could be dinged for reporting the wrong "receipt" 
date. Exhibit A9 
 

 Angie – The report date of June 17 was the item purchase date – not the return date 
when the $13.02 “contribution” (reimbursement) was actually received – the report 
should have reflected the July 7 return date and thus compliant reporting date. This 
clerical and timely correction was done with transparency and does not 
constitute a violation. 

 

mailto:angieforpeopletreasurer@gmail.com
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Item #25, deposit 7/2, due 7/4, reported 7/7. Five checks that we received on June 27, I 
deposited on July 1 and reported on July 4. A check we received June 29 and another we 
received July 1, I deposited on July 2 and reported on July 7. On July 7, I also reported two 
deposits from July 5 and one deposit from July 7. While the first July 7th report was 
technically three [two] days past due [4th of July holiday extension], it was reported with the 
intention of transparency and full disclosure to the public, and was reported within eight 
days of the campaign's receiving the contributions [incl. the holiday]. (Contributions are 
required to be deposited within five business days, essentially seven week days, of receipt. 
C3s, then can reasonably be expected to be reported within 13 days of receipt.) I was 
making frequent deposits and frequent reports in early July, following the spirit of the law, 
if not 100% accurately the letter.  
 

 Angie - Not less than (6) C3 reports and amended reports were filed on 7 July, in spite 
of this exemplary due-diligence, one check was reported just six days late. This 
good-faith reporting effort does not constitute a violation. Exhibits A5 & A7 

 
Item #26, deposit 6/22, due 6/27, reported 7/7. This was a check refunding numerous 
[website host] fees that had previously been erroneously charged to the campaign for 
administrative services. Originally I thought this administrative reimbursement was to be 
reported on the C4. I submitted the C3 as soon as I realized it actually should be reported as 
a cash receipt. Exhibit A10 
  

 Angie – This non-substantive interpretive error and transparently filed report 
does not constitute a violation.  

 
Item #28, deposit 6/2, due 6/6, reported 6/20. This was a $10 contribution from Julia 
Glover, deposited electronically to our account by PayPal on June 2, along with the 
electronic web contributions from Price, Van Dyk, Gray, Rouser, and Landau that all were 
reported on the June 4th C3. The PDC rules stated that any contribution of $25 or less could 
be reported, with no identifying information, in a group labeled "Small Contributions." On 
June 2, your campaign received $65 in Small Contributions from four contributors. My June 
4th C3 reported three June 2 bank deposits--two at the bank and one by PayPal--showing 
$55 in Small Contributions from three contributors. When I later noticed that error ($55 
reported from three contributors, instead of the actual $65 received from four 
contributors), taking care to follow the spirit of the law and maintain transparency, I 
reported the $10 Small Contribution that I had inadvertently left out of the June 4 report. I 
now recognize that I should have amended the June 4th C3 instead of creating a new C3 on 
June 20. Exhibit 11 
 
 Angie – The treasurer identified a math reporting error for a $10.00 small donation. 

She corrected it by filing a new C3 rather than an amended C3 – The donation was 
reported - the requirement to provide transparency was met. This correction does 
not constitute a violation. 
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I hope this information answers your questions. Please let me know if I can provide further 
information.  
 
Sincerely, 
Kim Hallahan 
Treasurer 
Angie Homola For People 
360-679-6778 
 
 
Morgan PDC Case No. 34586 Complaint 2 
 
“Failure to report last minute contributions. (Violation of RCW 42.17A.265) On information 
and believe, respondent has failed to properly report last minute cash or in-kind 
contributions of $1,000 or more.” 
 
Angie’s Response 
FALSE. Last Minute Contributions (LMC) were deposited and reported within 48 hours as 
required. When estimated last minute contributions were collected, an ‘Estimated’ LMC 
report was generated. When the exact dollar amount for these estimates was confirmed, a 
‘Final’ LMC was generated. This occurred (4) times during my campaign. Glen Morgan is 
falsely claiming LMC’s were filed late. See Exhibit A12, which includes Kim Hallahan’s 
correspondence with PDC staff member Jennifer Hansen. 
 
Morgan PDC Case No. 34586 Complaint 3  
 

“Failure to list committee officers, timely file/update C-1/C-1PC. (Violation of RCW 
42.17A.205, see WAC 390-05-245)” 
 
Angie’s Response 
FALSE. C1 form filed timely and was completed correctly. See Exhibit A13, which includes a 
copy of my Republican opponent’s C1 for comparison. 
 
Morgan PDC Case No. 34586 Complaint 4 
 
“Illegal unauthorized expenditure of funds by an individual not listed as an officer on form 
C-1/C1-pc. (Violation of RCW 42.17A.425)”  
 
Angie’s Response 
FALSE.  The C1 is accurate and there were no unauthorized fund expenditures. See Exhibit 
A14 
 
Morgan PDC Case No. 34586 Complaint 5 
“Failure to preserve books of account, bills, receipts, and all other financial records of the 
campaign or political committee for not less than five calendar years following the year 
during which the transaction occurred. (Violation of RCW 42.17A.235 (6)).” 
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Angie’s Response 
FALSE.  Books were made available for public viewing as noted on form C1 with a phone 
number provided to schedule an appointment. While state law has now relaxed the records 
retention from 5 to 2 years per RCW 42.17A.235 (8), I intend to maintain my records for 
five years or for as long as is required by law. See Exhibit A15 
 
Morgan PDC Case No. 34586 Complaint 6 
 
“Illegal depositing of campaign funds into bank account by person other than the treasurer 
or deputy treasurer. (Violation of RCW 42.17A.220 (1))” 

 
Angie’s Response 
FALSE. No funds were deposited to the campaign bank account by other than the candidate 
or treasurer – electronic deposits via web portals were approved by same (RCW 
42.17A.220). See Exhibit A16 
 
Morgan PDC Case No. 34586 Complaint 7 
 
“Failure to include sponsor ID. (Violation of RCW 42.17A.320)” 
 
Angie’s Response 
FALSE. Every piece of literature, ad, button, sign etc. generated from my campaign 
complied with statute RCW 42.17A.320. Ads are of odd shapes and sizes and are available 
for viewing or copying upon request by the PDC, by reference Exhibit A17. 
 
Morgan PDC Case No. 34586 Complaint 8 

 
“Failure to timely file form C6 reporting independent expenditure. (Violation of RCW 
42.17A.255(2))” 
“On information and belief, the respondent has failed to abide by this requirement.  
The PDC should investigate the possibility that the respondent committed the above 
violations maliciously, which would be a class C felony per RCW 42.17A.750 (2)(c). If the 
PDC determines that is the case, they should refer the case to the Attorney General's office 
for criminal prosecution immediately.  
Please don't hesitate to contact me if you need any additional information.  
Please note the attached exhibit is provided in two different file formats for staff 
convenience.  
Best Regards,  
Glen Morgan” 

 
 
Angie’s Response 
FALSE. Morgan grossly misconstrues state statute – C6 forms are filed by entities that 
make ‘Independent Expenditures’ and not by candidates (RCW 42.17A.255). See excerpt of 

mailto:http://app.leg.wa.gov/RCW/default.aspx%3Fcite=42.17A.235
mailto:http://app.leg.wa.gov/RCW/default.aspx%3Fcite=42.17A.220?subject=http://app.leg.wa.gov/RCW/default.aspx%3Fcite=42.17A.320
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PDC “Campaign Disclosure Instructions for State Executive and Legislative Candidates 
March 2016” - Exhibit A18 
 
Morgan asserts: “The PDC should investigate the possibility that the respondent 
committed the above violations maliciously, which would be a class C felony per RCW 
42.17A.750 (2)(c).”  
 
This assertion is, in and of itself, malicious. Mr. Morgan should be brought on charges of 
slander and malfeasance for alleging unfounded, and arbitrary and capacious attacks.  
 

 
 
Summary 
 
It is evident that Mr. Morgan is usurping the scant resources of our understaffed state 
agencies by inundating them with a plethora of exaggerated complaints. Because Mr. 
Morgan’s complaints are lodged at Democrat’s and Democratic parties they are 
discriminatory and harassing.  
 
I conducted my campaign with honesty and integrity and had the good fortune to have an 
exceptional treasurer who worked diligently and meticulously on good-faith to comply 
with the PDC reporting requirements. The eight complaints Mr. Morgan lodged against me 
are trivial.  I ask you to please dismiss these allegations as unfounded or frivolous. 
 
Thank you for your consideration and assistance, 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Angie Homola 
Mother, Navy wife, Architect, Former Island County Commissioner, Master of 
Environmental Law and Policy – Washingtonian 
(360) 632 3016 cell/text 
angiehomolad2@gmail.com 
2342 Happy Lane 
Oak Harbor, WA 98277 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:http://app.leg.wa.gov/RCW/default.aspx%3Fcite=42.17A.255
mailto:http://app.leg.wa.gov/RCW/default.aspx%3Fcite=42.17A.255







































































































































